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Important Information concerning Form

General Regulations
Installations

4 S-WS

for

Ordering

Water

Connections

and

Rented Appliances

Charges for Water Connection

Subject to changes to models or measurements; only
provided while supplies last.

The connection and installation of an appliance as well as
the use of water and the drainage charge are included in the
prices.

Planning/Installation Plan
Please enclose a detailed installation plan with your order.
For this purpose please fill in form "4 S-SK" (sketch). In
order to ensure that MCH Swiss Exhibition (Basel) Ltd.
(hereinafter referred to as "MCH") can carry out the
installation work on time, it is essential that you indicate the
planned stand construction deadline and the stand
construction company.

Water Connection
The stand will be connected directly to the Exhibition's water
supply network, in accordance with the General Regulations.
The SVGW and IWB/EWZ rules also apply.
A water connection is compulsory for exhibitors of tubs,
pools and tanks.

Electrical Connections
Electrical connections for rented appliances are to be
ordered separately (Form 4S-EL).

If several connections are necessary for connecting the
devices to the installation shafts due to the location or the
number of users, a basic fee must be paid for each
connection to the installation shafts.

Express Surcharge
Orders received on the first day of stand construction or later
are subject to an additional charge of CHF 300.- (does not
concern equipment).

Administration Tariffs
Contracted work will be invoiced at cost.

Contravention/Liability
The exhibitor is liable for damage and disturbances that
arise from the failure to observe the Exhibition's General
Regulations, the general regulations pertaining to this form
or the instructions given by Exhibition employees.

Installation Work
Installation work for water pipes will only be carried out by
MCH or a contractor appointed by them. Independent
connections are not permitted. MCH reserves the right to
shut down such connections.
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